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The Florida Bar moves to let the sun
shine on .disciplinary proceedings

n11,y5mutn t'hoto

Larry Shiekman talks with a resident of Dozier School for Boys.

See story on page 7 concerning the juvenile law· system. A
conversation with Shiekman is on page 9.

Intern programs ensure
relevant legal education
By lynn a. williams

Recognizing that a legal
education which prepares the
student to practice law must
by definition include mo~e
than the pursuit of academ1~
(what
lawyer s~ends
his
working day preparing for and
attending
classes?),
FSU
College of Law has fiv_e clinic~I
programs in operation this
quarter, including a Supreme
Court Clinical Program,. a~d a
full-time legal services clinic to
open in the Fall.
.
Since hoped-for f_undmg
materialized FSU will be
program coo~dinator for the
proposed Tallahassee Legal
Services Clinic.
The
beauty
of
_the
Tallahassee
Legal
Services
Clinic is its fulfillment of two
objectives,
a
significant
addition to the legal _ser~ices
available to the indigent
population of the Tallahassee
area, and a meaningful law
school education for the
student at FSU.
Lincoln
Neighborhood
Center, which plans to offer a
number of health related and

other types of counseling
services, has set aside space for
the operation of the clinic.
Funding was obtained from
the Council of Legal Education
for Professional Responsibility
(CLEPR), a non-profit, Florida
corporation.
FSU
wo~ld
assume
complete financial
responsibility for the clinic
starting the 1976 school year.
A full-time clinical professor
assisted by a staff attorney will
direct the program. Eight
students from each class will
participate. Emphasis in the
program will be on field work
in the clinic, beginning with
investigative and research tasks
for first year students, and
culminating
in
actual
representation of clients in
court by third year students.
This
experience
will
be
enhanced by continuous and
active
contact
with
the
program director and staff
attorney, and by weekly
seminar sessions attended by
everyone involved in the clinic
at which learning experiences
may be shared and explored.
The presence of state and
federal trial and appeltate
con't. p. 5

By Norman A. Faulkner
and Nicholas R. Friedman
T h e
d i s b a r me n t
recommendation
of
the
Maryland appellate court in the
case of former Vice President
Agnew has focused attention
on
the
various attorney
discipline programs of all the
states. In contrast to Maryland,
if
Spiro
Agnew
or
a
Watergate-implicated avorney
were a member of The Florida
Bar, the progress or mere
existence
of
disciplinary
proceedings
against
them
would be confidential. That is,
the public would not be
entitled to know either of the
status of such proceedings or
even that charges may never
have been brought or were
dropped or dismissed. To
better relate this and other
facets of Florida's discipline
for attorneys to the current
scene
requires
further
information.
The Florida Bar is an
integrated bar, meaning that all
who wear the mantel of the
legal profession in Florida must
come under its aegis. This
aspect
of
compulsory
membership
of
Florida
attorneys has given rise to an
unexpected swelling of ranks
to over 15,000. While the- sheer
numbers are an administrative

burdern, the burden is offset
by unity of authority and
1·
.
d
qua ity, quantity an economy
in services. In contrast to states
who~e bars, are v~luntary • The
Florida Bar s President, Earl"AB.
Hadlow, recent IY reporte d ,
s
a natural result, t~ose states a~e
gravely_
handicapped
_m
ma~shallmg any really effective
action to ".1eet the m~ny
challenges wh_i,ch the profession
faces today_.
One of_ those
chall~nges is an erosion of
confidence m attorneys, both
as_ a result of Watergate
1sc 10 s u res
and
the
independent
and
often
se c retive
discipline
of
attorneys. This takes on added
importance in view of the
recent changes to the Florida
Constitution which codify the
exclusive authority of the
Supreme Court of Florida
(and,
therefore,
its
administrative
arm,
The
Florida Bar) over the discipline
of attorneys in Florida. In that .
regard, The Florida Bar is
keeping
pace
with
its
expanding membership. The
Florida Bar, stated President
Hadlow, has "an aggressive
statewide disciplinary program,
which involves at all times
hundreds of volunteer lawyers
acting as grievance committee
members, Bar counsel or

?

referee. Our program has been attorneys.
commended
nationafly by
Despite the present h. h
~
Justice Tom Clark as one of level of activity and its national
the finest anywhere, and it has prominence and professional
served as a model for the recognition, the disciplinary
grievance programs of many program of The Florida Bar 1s
·
other states. In the past the currently expanding on the
complete confidentiality of our ideological,
social
and
disciplinary procedures has· philosophical
fronts.
The
misled the public and probably expansion centers on proposed
many lawyers into believing amendments to the Integration
the program was weak and Rule of The Florida Bar. The
ineffective.
As
this
is amendments will hopefully pin
categorically untrue, the Board down some elusive procedural
of
Governors
has
just technicalities and will serve the
recommended a" change in the pub I ic
welfare
more
Integration Rule to provide for responsively and directly.
a waiver of confidentiality
At its November 15, 1973,
immediately after a finding of meeting
the
Board
of
probably cause in felony and Governors of The Florida Bar
other serious cases."
voted to recommend certain
During December of 1973, changes in the Integration
there were 121 complaints Rule. The changes were argued
actively being prosecuted by before the Supreme Court of
Bar counsels at various levels Florida on February 13, 1974,
against 89 individual attorneys. and they will hopefully be
During
all
of
1973, approved and take effect by
approximately 600 cases were mid-year in 1974. The most
prosecuted. This in turn dramatic
and
newsworthy
represents only about 20 . changes will act to lift the veil
percent of all complaints or of
secrecy
from
many
inquiries received by The disciplinary cases. This would
Florida-Bar, the majority not naturally serve to better
having been actionable. Of the protect the public in its
complaints prosecuted last relations
with
certain
year,
19
resulted
in individuals, but more broadly
disbarments or suspensions; it would serve to inform the
less than 20 percent resulted in public that action is being
no discipline of the accused
con't. page 2

Placement service: a slow start
Amongst the rumors which
of the Florida legal community
constantly flow around the law ·
developed
a
conclusion
school is one that the job
essentially the same as that of
market for lawyers is glutted. ·an earlier A.B.A. task force, i.e.
Statements from the A.B.A.
"There is no conclusive
and other sources that there evidence to indicate that there
are twice as many students in are now or are likely to be in
the law schools now as there the forseeable future more
are pos1t1ons in the legal legally trained men and women
community, of course lead than can be satisfactorily and
credence to these·rumors.
productively employed," (p.
Many
people
have
61 Supra)
questioned this rumor and
Much of the data on which
particularly with regard to its Dr. Fannon relied came from a
application to high growth 1972 Florida Bar survey which
areas such as Florida. Peter had among its observations the
Fannon (now assistant dean of following:
the FSU Law School) in his
19. Almost one out of every
1972 "A Study of Florida's two offices or firms indicated
Future Need for Lawyers," that one or more attorneys had
after making a detailed study been added as employees,
·

associates, or partners during
the past three years. Four out
of every five offices or firms
indicated a decision to add one
or more attorneys during the
next two years.
20. More than three out of
every five believed that there
will be an increased demand in
their locality over the next five
years for legal services in their
main field of practice; almost
half
those
indicating an
increase expected it to be 25%
or greater.
21. Approximately three
out of four expected an
increased demarid in legal aid
and defendant services in their
locality over the next five
years. Of those expecting an

increase three out of five
expected the increase to be
25% or greater.
22. Three out of four
expected an overall increased
demand in their locality for
private legal services during the
next five years. However, three
out of five expected this
increase to be less than 25%.
Regardless of what the
employment prospects actually
are, there is no doubt that an
active and positively oriented
placement program is an
essential ingredient for a
successful law school. Recent
efforts of the law school
administration and the Student
Bar
Association
have
apparently begun to meet
con't. page 11
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Sunshine•••from page 1
taken where silenci, and
Rule unless appeal to the
secrecy are now a disservice to
Board is timely filed and
public confidence in the legal
favorably considered. Once
profes~ion's desire and ability
~iver is effected it will
to police itself. Moreover, the
include
the
formal
privi~eged status·· of attorneys
complaint and everything
has itself been questioned on
thereafter.
its legal merits. (For an
To a sizeable minority of
excellent discussion of the the members of the Board of
matter, see The Florida Bar Governors, this provision is too
"Journal," Vol. 47, No. 2 harsh. They suggest that
(Feb. 1973). at pp. 92-94.)
lawyers
trade
on
their
The
most fundamental reputations in the absence of
change
proposed
is the adver~ising, a_nd any wholesale
addition of the following P_u~li~
d1sclosu~es
of
section to Rule 11.12 of disciplinary proceedings may
Article XI of the Integration be ~n undue ?unishment in and
Rule:
of itself. This, they believe, is
( 5)
ADDITIONAL particularly true where the
WAIVER OF CONFIDEN- ultimate discipline might only
TIALITY IN MATTER have been a private reprimand,
INVOLVING
COMMIS- or ~here technicalities are
SION
OF
A CRIME sub1ect
to
public
UNFITNESS
TO m_isconception
or
PRACTICE
LAW AND misunderstanding.
G R E AT
p u B LI c
In the authors' opinion,
INTEREST. Notwithstand- ho~ver, such eventualities are
ing
the
rules
of .unlikely.
Moreover,
the
confidentiality
1llsewhere accused attorney will also be
stated in the Integration afforded expanded rights under
Rule, confidentiality of a proposed change to Rule
disciplinary
proceeding~ .04 (~) of Article XI of the
shall be waived commencing Integration Rule. Specifically,
with filing the formal an a~cused attorney shall have
complaint after approval of the right to be present, face his
the probable cause finding accuser, ca!I witnesses and
by Staff Counsel and cr?ss examine a_t the local
Designated Reviewer (Board grievance committee where
of Governors member from probable cause findings are
geographical area where made.
Formerly.
accused
accused resides) in any case attorney~ ~a~ no such rights at
involving:
these d1sc1plinary equivalents
(a) A felony or serious of grand jury investigations.
crime, or
A. se~~nd proposed change
(b) Any conduct by an of s1gmf1cance is that Rule
accused which shows 11.12 (4) of Article XI would
general
unfi~ness
to add a prov1s1on that a
practice law, or,
complainant who has caused
(c) Where . the public proceedings to begin against an
interest clearly outweighs attorney may be advised in
the interest of the confidence of .the status of
accused,
those proceedings. The present
provided, however, that the Rule does not permit such
accused can appeal to the communication, and while
Full Board of Governors to most complainants have been
maintain confidentiality for satisfied with knowledge that
good cause within 15 days their complaint was received
after notice of probable and being
"appropriately"
cause is served on him by acted upon, the new provision
letter from the Staff Cousel. is good common sense and
Such letter of service shall common courtesy.
advise that confidentiality
In conclusion, the authors
shall be waived under the consider the changes desirable

Grievance Flow Chart of The Florida Bar

1
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I

~ -- - -- -- - - - - - - - ~ complainant

and progressive. They evince I
concern for the client and the I
general public and should serve I
both well. While the conduct
of some attorneys has recently 1
cast a shadow over the legal I
profession, letting the public ·
light shine on an active I
disciplinary program should I
help restore public confidence I
and protect those who enlist its I

I

Anybank
· will advise you
lo save.
We'll show
you how.

Review-by
Circui•t Member
of Board of
Governors

Finding of
Probable Cause

aid.

Col. Norman Faulkner, the
Staff Counsel of The Florida
Bar, is primarily responsible for
the discipline of attorneys in
F l6r ida.
Prior
to
his
appointment, Col. Faulkner
was director of placement and
taught a course on legal ethics
at his alma mater, · the
University of Florida Law
Center.
He practiced law in Daytona
Beach for two years prior to
serving with distinction in the
Judge
Advocate
General's
Corp. Although his military
experience was varied, his
primary emphasis was in the
civil law field, and prior to his
retirement, he had served as
director of civil law of the
Aerospace Defense Command,
director
of
civil
1aw,
Headquarters, United States
Air Forces in Europe, and chief
of legal assistance, United
States
Air
Force,
the
Pentagon.
He has published articles on
matters of concern to military
personnel related to domestic
relations, wills and trusts, and
lease an/or purchase and sale of
dwellings.
And,
he
was
instrumental in producing a
magna carta for military
members in the field of
consumer protection.
Nicholas R. Friedman is a
third year student at the
Florida
State
University
College of Law and has been a
law clerk of the Staff Counsel
for the past ten months.
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Special message
from
Spurgeon Camp
"Our company has financially
supported FSU for 22 years.
We value its ~ontributions to
our economy. We would
appreciate your patronage."

A Complete Line of
General Electric Appliances

The Lewis State Bank
204 South Monroe Street • Tallahassee . Florida • M ember Federal Deposit Insurance. Corporation
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Law student tangles with City Hall
By Dave Zube

Before this writer started
law school an "old-hand"
attorney told me that I might
learn quite a bit about what
the law is by going to school,
but that I wouldn't learn how
to practice law. He told me
that you have to lose a few
cases before you win one,
winning being a result · of
practice. Fortunately, the law
school here at FSU seems
somewhat sympathetic to that
point of view and
has
developed
a
variety
of
"clinical"
programs which
·provide siLJdents with the
opportunity to get some of
that essential "practice" before
•graduation. Second-year law
student Ron Zimmet, however,
found that he didn't have t0,:
wait for the ctinical program.
Zimmet filed a suit against the
City of Tallahassee Utilities
Department in the Small
Claims Division of the Leon
County Court on August 28,
1973.
The allegations o_f Zimmet's

complaint were as follows: 1)
The City Utilities Department
charged and collected from
him the sum of $2.00 upon
expiration of fifteen days
succeeding mailing of a utilities
bill in the amount of $23.47 ;
2) that such a charge was "for
forbearance to collect a debt
when due"; 3) that the charge
resulted in an interest charge of
8.5% per month, or 102% per
year, and that such a rate of
interest was in excess of the
rate allowed by Florida law.
Based upon the statutory
provision for double damages,
four dollars and costs was the
relief requested .
After
two
appearances
before
the
Court,
Final
Judgment was issued denying
the requested relief. The Court
noted that, · "On its face if
construed to be interest, the
late charge on the utility bill is
usurious. However, it is not
necessary to pass upon that to
dispose of the case. The case
may be disposed of on the
grounds that the interest and
Usury Statutes, Chapter 687,

Florida Stattues apply to
persons as defined in Section
1.01 (3), Florida Statutes and
not to public bodies as defined
in Section 1.01 (9), Florida
Statutes."
In conclusion the Court
said , "This Court recognizes
that a flat $2.00 late charge
may very well be inequitable
and weigh more heavily upon
those who are late paying a
small bill or· those who are not
wealthy,
nevertheless
this
Court finds such matters to be
for Legislative determination."
Zimmet apparently had
several motivations for initially
bringing this suit. In the first
place he was irritated with the
amount of the City's late
charge · when compared with
the amount of his utility bill .
Also, he had taken the
Consumer Protection course
offered during the '73 summer
term, which had included some
consideration of usury. And
finally, Ron thought that the
suit would give him some
practical experience and lend
an air of "reality" to his

,academic study .
After over one hundred
hours spent in research, the
drafting of a complaint,
interrogatories,
and
an
affidavit, Zimmet has certainly
had a taste of that "reality ."
He says that he has learned a
great
deal.
Affidavits,
certificates of service, and a
number of other procedural
forms are now familiar items.
He
has
recently · been
researching
the
appeals
procedure, and has discovered
that "I should have started in
Circuit Court, seeking an
injunction. I would have had a
more
complete
appellate
system available to me."
One further thing which
Ron says he's learned is that
"lawyers don't have enough
time to spend working on each
case; you have to take the path
of least resistance and do the
best you can ." Ron felt
handicapped by the fact that
he had to learn procedure as he
went along, but is glad to have
had this experience because he
"wouldn't want that to happen

in a more important case, say win?"
where a person's liberty is at
Zimmet partially attributes
stake." Needless to say ,. he is his initial lack of attention to
looking forward to gaining the broad social effects of his
further experience in the suit to "th_e training I've gone
clinical program.
through in law school; the
Asked
about the
de training to consider and be able
minimus aspect of his suit to argue both sides of a legal
(after all, $2 .00 isn't much in issue. I don't consider my
"absolute" terms), Zimmet action to have been amoral; I
responded, "That's silly! I have do believe that "usury" is most
a re·a1 issue, a real harm. It's inequitable to poor people, but
not small to people who have I
maybe
should
have
little money." However, Ron considered the social effects
·sa_id that, at first, he really sooner."
didn't consider very much the
I asked Ron whether, after
broad effect that his suit might considering how valuable his
have if he won . (For example, suit has been as a learning
if the City had to abandon the experience, he cared much
late charge, would it simply about actually winning. His
turn off people's power and responses?
then charge them a large
"Winn ing would add a little
reinstallation fee for failure to flavor to the process; you
pay their bills on time?)
always want to win."
"I didn't think very much
So, Ron Zimmet lost the
about those sort of things, at first round. He filed a notice of
least as deeply as I could have. appeal on February 5, 1974,
I was primarily interested in which will be heard in mid
the legal issues, so I considered May.
statutes and cases. It wasn't 'til ·
later that I considered the
question, 'What happens if I

Grievance .procedure: how to stay clean
By Algie R. Cooper

discipl inary matters?
A: Tom C. Clark, retired
associate justice of the U.S.
Supreme Court and Chairman
of
the
American
Bar
Association's
Special
Committee on Evaluation of
Disciplinary Enforcement, has
said publicly, "that the Florida
Bar Disciplinary program is
one of the best in the
nation."* This is especially
praiseworthy in light of the
fact that the bulk of work in
grievance matters is done by
members of the bar who serve
without compensation. The.
system we have in Florida
could not function as well as it
has without the dedicated
service of the members of the
bar.

informed of _your efforts on his
behalf.
I
would
also
recommend that you send him
a copy of every letter or
pleading you write or file
concerning his case.

Responsibility and _when in
doubt about a particular
matter write a letter to our
office.

Clark Committee. See Clark,
Tom C., Chairman, American
Bar
Association
Special
Committee on Evaluation of
Disciplinary
Enforcement,

Just below the Capitol, in
the shade of omnipotent
anonymity, the organization
charged with maintaining the
* Florida was one of the first Problems and Recommendahighest professional standards
in
Disciplinary
two states to substantially tions
of attorneys in the state is busy
Enforcement,
Michael
Franck,
revise
their
disciplinary
Q: Do you have any statistics
at work. The work of The
on the number of violations procedures in line with many Reporter, Final Draft, at 192
Florida Bar is varied, but,
reported and the number of the recommendations of the (1970).
essentially it may be termed as
which actually result in some
"guardian of the integrity of
type of disciplinary action
the bar." This interview with
JOHN IOSS'S
against an attorney?
Jerry Foster, Assistant Staff
A: On any given day, we have
Counsel, will give a brief
about six hundred complaints
overview of activities relating
THREE STARS OF
being
processed.
to disciplinary matters during
Approximately five hundred
the past year. Mr. Foster
LKH IUFFET
are at the local circuit
received his law degree from
11:45 AM .. 2:.00 PM
grievance committee level . The
the University of Mississippi in
AU YOU CAN IAT
other one hundred are at the
1969 and was admitted to the
referee or Supreme Court level ..
Florida Bar the same year.
5:00 to 10:00 pm
Monday - Thursday
JERRY FOSTER
About 90% of those at the
After serving three years in the
circuit grievance committee
United States Marine Corps
Friday & Saturday
5:00 to 11 :00 pm
(JAG), he came to The Florida Q: Has there been an upward example
would
be will be dismissed by findings of
trend
in
the
number
of
alleged
Bar in 1972. He is married with
unintentional advertising. The no probable cause. Last year
ethical violations reported?
serious violations, such as one out of every 209 lawyers
one child.
A: We estimate that this office comingling trust accounts, are were
either
suspended,
Q: As Assistant Staff Counsel only receives about 25% of the usually committed by the older disbarred or reprimanded.
for The Florida Bar, what are total number of complaints. and
more
experienced
The rest are made to local
Q: Has the Supreme Court
your major responsibilities?
practitioner.
been generous in reinstating
A: My job is essentially circuit grievance committees.
bar
and
disbarred
administrative. Primarily,
I Despite the growing
Q:
What are the most suspended
process complaints received population, I do not believe consistently
reported attorneys?
A: In 1973 the Supreme Court
from the public concerning there has been an increase in violations?
attorneys and refer them to a the number of complaints per A: Neglect of a legal matter ordered six reinstatements and
circuit grievance committee in thousand lawyers.
and failure to represent a client denied one. The court may not
the state. Also, I assist the staff Q: Is there any indication that zealously
are
the
m.ost be as lenient as it appears,
co u n se I
in
disciplinary the younger members of the prevalent complaints. These . because generally only those
proceedings,
and
answer bar are more likely to run into complaints often result from a attorneys with a good chance
inquiries from members of the trouble with ethical violations lawyer's failure to advise his of being reinstated attempt it.
bar
concerning
ethical than
the
established client as to the work he is
Privatt Dining 1001111
Q: What advice would you give
considerations and disciplinary practitioner?
doing.
to an attorney to minimize his
A: The younger attorneys are
regulations.
Cuisine from All
more likely to get involved in Q: What advice would you give · chances of committing an
Over Tht Far East
Q: In comparison with the Bar the
unintentional violation to a lawyer to minimize client ethical violation?
A: The best thing to do is
Associations of other states, which amounts to a "breach of complaints?
115 N. Adams St.
Corner Adams & Park
Represent your client become knowledgeable about
how does The Florida Bar etiquette" rather than a serious A:
and
keep
him the Code of Professional
compare
in
regard
to disciplinary
matter.
One zealously
For Information CALL 224-1342
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The
free-swinging
and then be timely.
ranks and throw out the crooks - can't get adequate legal
straight talking President of the
Talking generally about the ancl incompetents and begin to services. He feels they don't
American
Bar
Assocation number of lawyers involved in give adequate legal service to want the legal remedy that the
1tisited the law school late last apparent illegal actions in the people of this country or lawyer gets for them at the
quarter. Chesterfield Smith Watergate Smith noted that the risk losing their positions of price he charges. They don't
didn't come to lecture but to profession already has taken trust and prestige in society.
want to have anything to do
Special Contributor
listen and answer questions. He "strong steps to remove the
Watergate . may have been with lawyers.
Norman A. Faulkner
began by saying to a crowd of stain of Watergate" by taking the breaking point in the
One remedy for this
over 100, "Ask me anything." disciplinary action against people's trust in · the legal situation might be prepaid legal
The first questioner asked those lawyers involved.
profession. Whatever has been insurance. Smith is cautiously
him to explain his apparent
Investigations are underway lost ·over the years (especially watching a number of prepaid
Special Thanks
Kathy Villacorta
change of positions regarding in California, Washington, New in the last) had to be regained. plans which he encourages. As
Divid Morrill
impeachment and Mr. Nixon. York
and
disciplinary To regain the public's trust long as the plans preserve the
Immediately after the firing investigative files have been Smith
proposed
sweeping historic function of the lawyer
of special prosecutor Cox and opened on the principle actors changes in the actual role of in the adversary context, Smith
the apparent refusal of Nixon of Watergate including Richard lawyer in society. Smith wants is in favor of them.
to comply with a lawful court Nixon.
to see actual delivery of
Smith's major emphasis of
order, Smith called on the
The ABA president said that competent legal services to the the past year has been to find a
country to resist this defiant authority for lawyer discipline people.
viable place for the lawyer in
flouting of the rule of law. He and licensing rests solely with
Smith
hit
hard
at the society. When most peopl
called the move an outrageous the states where a lawyer is incompetent
lawyers. can't afford or obtain go
act of defiance by a president. admitted to practice. "Neither Incompetent lawyers, he said, legal counsel and they think
However,
when
Nixon the American Bar Association do a disservice to the public as many lawyers are incompetent~
the Socratic-method. "If it was capitulated on the tapes, he nor any other national group much as the disreputable then the lawyer's role in
good enough for me it's good was no longer arguably in bears
any
authority
to lawyers.
society becomes tolerable a
enough for you" should be the defiance of the courts and the discipline lawyers at the
"It is also obvious to me," best. Smith wants lawyers to
law professor's rallying cry. real
issue
became quite national level," he pointed out. the ABA president said, "that be advocates for the people. H~
The methods and procedures different, impeachment.
Nevertheless, he said,. the even the very best lawyers are would like to see lawyers~
used in our law schools have
Impeachment is a political ABA has assumed leadership as usually truly competent and · offices in shopping centers so
not changed in almost one issue, Smith claimed, and he the national coordinator and proficient in only a few areas ttiat someone could walk in
hundred years. What applied to believes
that
the
ABA resource center for the states in of law - minimally competent and get $5 worth of legai
the nineteenth century does shouldn't take positions on efforts by the legal profession in some other areas, and - service if that is all that was
not necessarily apply to the political issues. This includes to improve lawyer discipline. most likely - incompetent, or desired. (Smith did not say
last quarter of the twentieth not
endorsing
political
The ABA has created a at least inefficient, in the rest." what one could get -for $5,
century. Perhaps it is time that candidates, too. By calling the National
Center
for
He warned that failure of however.)
He favors the'
law professors began to take a impeachment issue political, Professional
Discipline
to lawyers to rid the ranks of establishment of public interest'.
long critical look at their the implication is that Nixon maintain a National Discipline lawyers giving incompetent law
firms
to
serv
methods of teaching the law. doesn't need to be proved to Data Bank and a National service "will inevitably lead to under-represented groups in
Even the Chief Justice of be · a common criminal but Discipline Brief Bank. The a loss of the time-honored right society. "Lawyers," he said ,
the United States Supreme need only be proved guilty of Center now has a special liaison of
lawyers
to
govern "must recognize now that they
Court openly acknowledges the "political
crimes"
- representative in Washington, themselves . . . " and would owe a substantial portion of
general incompetency of most malfeasance, improper use of D.C. (Marshall Cassedy of the result
in
"letting
some their time, or the monetary
trial
lawyers
and
the governmental agencies, etc. Florida Bar) who is assisting consumer
agency
- equivalent of that time to the
inadequacy of preparation of Smith is consistent with this state disciplinary agencies in government or otherwise - do establishment of public interes·
students at most law schools. It assessment by saying, "No obtaining computerized public it for us."
law firms."
is time for law professors to crime need be committed to records
of
the
Senate
The ABA president said that
re-evaluate their archaic and vote for impeachment."
Watergate
Hearings.
State "clients are not readily able to
To improve the legal service
outmoded teaching methods.
Smith said, "Nixon has disciplinary agencies can use discern or evaluate the ability industry
Smith
proposed
But first these cloistered done some things bad as the records in investigating of attorneys, even when they specialization and even limited
preachers
of
the divine president, bad as a man and attorneys allegedly implicated have received terrible or bad advertising to inform the,
knowledge must wake up and bad as a lawyer." He tl'links, in professional misconduct service."
public of a lawyer's <!rea ofi
realize that one can only learn however, it would be unwise connected with the Watergate
He also said that "it is not competence. He also approves,
so much from a book. No for public clamor to force and related investigations.
sufficient to rely on the of lawyer recertification at;
book, lecture, class, or seminar Nixon to resign, but agrees the
Smith has a tough job this economic marketplace as the certain intervals.
ever devised is going to impeachment
investigation year as ABA President. It could means to insure that lawyers
One other proposal Smith
adequately prepare one to should move forward speedily . safely be said that because of provide good service, stay made was to change the.
actually walk into court, face a
Smith is not in favor of Watergate and the involvement up-to-date
and
render method of selecting judges in
judge and jury, and argue a disbarment proceedings against of so many lawyers that the competent legal counsel."
Florida . Election of judges i
case. Experience is the only Nixon at the present time. Mr. public has greater reason than
' ' M a y be
I aw ye rs' the worst of all possible
real teacher; all the rest are Nixon is not practicing law and before
to disparage the performances
should
be methods of selection, he said,
mere pretenders.
the purpose of discipline is to profession. In this atmosphere checked and audited on a citing elements of the Florida
The courtroom is what law protect the public, not punish Smith has had to restore the periodic basis. The organized judiciary as examples.
is about - not writing treatises, the lawyer. "Punishment is credibility of the bar. In my bar, I feel, should support
Smith's goal is obvious and
not researching, and not through the criminal process." opinion
Smith
is doing malpractice
suits
against laudable. This country needs to
teaching
law.
Most law After -Mr. Nixon "gets through admirably well. Throughout incompetent lawyers."
have the capability of putting a
professors flatter themselves by being president" or after any the year Smith has hammered
Smith expressed concern competent attorney within
thinking they teach law; some criminal
proceeding, away at one major theme. that a whole segment of our
con't. page 5
of them do, but none of them disbarment proceedings would Lawyers better police their society - the vast middle class
teach one how to practice law.
Most law professors are so
egotistical, self-centered, and
such terrific eigomaniacs that
they feel that their very
existence and purpose is
threatened if any emphasis is
We all know that if we
placed upon the mundane, little law they know. · And yet would bruise your ego if one of manipulated and sacrificed by
1Jractical,
real-world
of the law faculty refuses 'to your students was working the law faculty to feed their study hard, make good grades,
practicing law. Ask any law expand the clinical program! part-time and making more insatiable ego. There's nothing and get on the Law Review,
than you were as his law we can do to change things. we, too, can become law
student who has completed a Still wonder why?
professor? It has happened, But we don't have to be gutless professors. Well , I for one wan·t
The
law
faculty's
quarter of clinical internship
be
an
old-fashioned
what he thinks was his most egocentrism is only furthered and the faculty is determined wonders. We can at least let to
valuable course in which he evidenced by their adverse not to let it happen again. It them know we are on to their practicing courtroom attorney,
learned the most about law and stand on part-time law students hurts their pride. And heaven game - and that we think it and I am damn well pissed off
I am willing to bet that 9 out being strictly verboten. Let's forbid you should step on that! stinks! How about letting those that after three years of law
Let's face it! As law pompous pedagogues know school I don 't even know how
of 10 will tell you that it was look at the real reason the
students
we are nothing more that we are here to learn to be to find the courtroom.
faculty
abhors
part-time
law
their internship in the real
world that taught them what students. Don't you think it than peons - pawns to be lawyers, not law-professors.

Teach me to
be a lawyer·
By Jon W. Searcy

\

The faculty of this law
school is one of the most
intelligent,
capable,
and
dedicated groups of people one
is ever likely to encounter. It is
therefore
extremely
disappointing to acknowledge
one tremendous flaw that this
august body is collectively
guilty of egocentrism.
Although the faculty would
deny these charges vehemently
and violently with all of the
vociferous, eloquent rhetoric
that all law students, both past
and present, lmow that law
professors possess, the fact is
irrefutable.
All one has to do is look at
the record. Why does the law
faculty inevitably oppose any
practical, P.xperience-oriented
program? Why did the faculty
refuse to expand the present
clinical intership programs?
Why did the faculty refuse to
grant internship status to the Florida
Legal
Services
Program? Why won't the
faculty grant academic credit
to the Legislative Internship
Program or even attempt to
cooperate with the other
colleges and department at
FSU in the administration of
this fine program? Why does
the faculty refuse to cooperate
with the other colleges on joint
intern programs? Why won't
the faculty recognize and assist
with the FCI program to
provide legal services to
prisoners at the Federal
Correctional Institution? Why
doesn't the faculty encourage
and seek to provide the
practical experience that law
students so desperately need to
become competent lawyers?
Could it be that law professors
are afraid that their students
will discover that what they are
teaching as the gospel is in
reality a bunch of crap and has
almost no relevancy to the
practice of law?
The questions are obvious the answers are not so clear.
Law professors seem to
collectively
resent
any
intrusion of the real world into
their
little
ivory-towered
fantasy world of casebooks and
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Law students get

I

into campus politics

1

THE

GANT ATTITUDE

Aronofsky.
The
position, given its high qualifications
which carries with it a salary of (one must be at least a Junior
For the first time in as $1200 per year, requires year law student) and its
many years law students are Kuypers to act as the chief authority to preside over
actively engaged in main legal advisor to the Student sessions
of
the
Student
Gant's concern for fashion
campus politics to a degree Government and to prosecute Supreme Court as well as to
that could only be called in the Student Supreme Court issue its opinions. Fleming
and quality is seen once again
"substantial" by participants violators of university rules and came to office as a result of an
in this classic button-down
and onlookers alike.
regulations, including, but not uncontested
election,
and
Oxford. In 65% DUPONT
Heading the list of devotees limited to, the University Penal while having to administer the
DACRON
Polyester/35%
is Student Body Attorney Code and the Student Body Court on a shoestring budget,
Cotton.
With
Gant's
tailored
General William Kuypers, a Constitution and Statutes. has done a commendable job
A:
fit and single-needle stitching.
third year law student who was Pursuant to his role as of organizing and providing
appointed as the AG in prosecutor,
Kuypers
has desperately needed leadership
A Durable Press in a choice of ·
February 1974, by Student successfully
hammered
a to an otherwise fragmented
blue, maize and white.
Body
President
David defendant for possession of a judicial system. Fleming has
With coordinating Gant Tie.
weapon on university property been instrumental in restoring
Smith...from
and has unsuccessfully prosecuted to the Court the authority and
By Gant Shirtmakers
a student, Gary Goldacker, for decisiveness sorely needed by
page 4
a violation of the visitation the Judicial branch of Student
hours· now in force in the Government.
financial reach of every person university residence halls.
Essential to a fair hearing at
who needs legal service. The
Successful in his capable any level of government is a
lawyers · need
to
instill defense of Goldacker was meaningful
defense
and
confidence in the people so Roger Coe, another third year instrumental in providing that
that they will call on lawyers a's student, who pointed out to defense is the Office of the
a matter of course, not as a last the
Student
Court
that Student Defender. This office
resort.
the
although the charge called for will
undertake
His goal seems elemental, the violator to be unescorted at representation of any student
but it·exposes some of the lies the time of his "arrest," before
any
university
and hypocrisy in the American Kuypers could prove neither administrative
body.
Law
judicial system. The real that Goldacker was unescorted student Dick Wilson currently
problem as Smith sees it, and I nor that he was escorted and holds the position of Student
agree, is that for the majority the charge thereby failed. The Defender and he has capably
of people effective
legal case is now on appeal before represented students before the
assistance is out of reach and the Vice President for Student Student Supreme Court and
out of mind . That is a dismal Educational
Services,
Dr. the University Judicial Officer.
comment
on
this
noble Stephen D. "call me Steve" Wilson's flamboyant style and
profession.
McClellan, who has enlisted the penetrating,
incisive
cross
My
personal
experience a id of a specia I task force to examination are his trademarks
Nic's Charge
with lawyers in the real world help him decide the collateral and he has used these qualities
BankAmericard
Mastercharge
meshes perfectly with Smith's question on appeal, i.e., if the to great advantage in his
assessment. For some reason Supreme Court really did have defense
Free Park & Shop
of
beleaguered
they can 't perform for the jurisdiction of the case as students. Assisting Wilson from
people (read : non-rich) or claimed by John Fleming, law time to time when the duties
when they do perform it is student and Chief Justice of of Student Defender are too
with the operation of the
Offering the student a Attorney General Program a
only after constant reminders, the Court, who supports his much for one man to handle is
Court, with emphasis on t he chance to work full-time at student may also prepare and
phone calls and then I get contention
by
citing Al Guffanti, law student who jurisdictional aspects of what representation
in
criminal research civil cases, and work
trumped-up excuses. Lawyers, allegedly-controlling authority has provided Wilson with a
gets a case before the Court. matters
are
the
Public in such areas as Environmental
however,
shouldn't
be in the Student Constitution, or knowledge of evidence and
The remainder of the quarter Defender
and
Prosecutor Law. However, the student
condemned as useless; they, if the Student Supreme Court court procedures which make
will be spent in two week Programs. Also available on a practice rule precludes a
after all, keep the business of has no jurisdiction over the the two a formidable team for
assignments with different part-time basis are assignments student from representing the
America, BUSINESS, going case, as claimed by the anyone to face across the
Justices, the last two weeks to in various divisions of the state in anything other than
without a hitch.
university housing authorities. courtroom .
be spent with the Chief Justice Florida Attorney General's criminal cases.
Smith adds that the business Included in the special task
Finally, in the legislative if he is available . Six hours of office. Prerequisites for the
Summer is the most popular
of America is also people and it force designed to aid McClellan branch
of
Student credit will be received.
Clinical
Programs
are quarter among students to
is in everybody's best interest, are Kuypers, Fleming and law Government, ,the
Student
About
15 third
year completion of the Clinical intern, and while an effort is
including the country's, to professor Dr. Jarret Oeltjen, Senate, the College of Law has
students a quarter gain an Orientation course, six quarters made to accommodate as many
recognize that all people need, who has consented to lend his as its representative Bruce hour's
credit
and
good of law school, and approval by students as possible, with some
want and deserve competent time and expertise to the Blackwell. Blackwell has taken
experience
with
indigent Mr. Tom Edmonds, the faculty of the offices taking two or
legal service. To restore trust, question at the request of Dr. an active role in much of the
clients by assisting an attorney coordinator.
three interns, usually everyone
the profession needs satisfied McClellan.
legislation acted upon by the at the Leon County Legal Aid
Student interns are placed who wants to intern then
clients - the people, not
Having
mentioned John Senate and has sponsored such Foundation, Inc. Presently the in offices throughout the state, cannot be fitted into the
business.
Fleming
briefly,
it
is programs as the recent. Energy only legal aid program for including
Miami,
Fort programs. Last year at the
On many of these issues I worthwhile to expand upon his Symposium, the success of
indigents operating within a Lauderdale, West Palm Beach, sign-up meeting a lottery was
agree with Smith - we differ responsibilities as Chief Justice which, especially in its initial
one hundred mile radius of Orlando,
Fort
Myers, used to determine priority for
on others.
as that position is one of the stages, can be attributed to Tallahassee, the office is Pensacola, , Daytona, the summer. Spring and Winter
The President of the Texas most significant in the entire
Key West and are
light
quarters,
with
con't. page 12 staffed by rotating volunteers Bradenton,
Bar Association called on realm of Student Government,
of
the
Tallahassee
Bar Tallahassee, receive 12 hours occasional spots remaining
Smith to quit being so
Association, and open from credit, and about $800 ($400 unfilled.
flamboyant.
(Reported
in
two to five ·o n weekdays.
in Tallahassee). The general
Unless a student chooses
lntem programs ••• from page 1
Newsweek, April 15, 1974.
Participating students go to consensus from the students Tallahassee, he will probably
This Texas functionary must
the office located in the who interned is that they be placed in the office he
be out of tune with the nation courts, as well as the many throughout law school will
County
C o u r t h o u s e received invaluable experience. prefers. First preference for
or else must have lost an administrative forums, make receive seventeen hours of
once every three weeks. What
Aside from the chance to Tallahassee openings are given
election or courtroom battle to Tallahassee an ideal location credit over eight quarters.
the student may then do is translate into action th~usands to those who have spouses with
Taking advantage of our
Smith somewhere.)
for the clinic's educational
limited only by the preference of memorized words (Gilbert's jobs and/or children in school
proximity to the Florida
This past year was critical function.
for the ABA and lawyers in
Students in the program will Supreme Court, the school of the attorney working that or otherwise), the student also here.
day and the Florida student discovers what his or her
A few part-time and partial
general. It was time for a man have the option to continue in now offers a Supreme Court
practice rule.
personal reactions are to the credit internships are open in
like Smith to preach reform, it until graduation. First year Clinical Program. Open to two
The student practice rule daily agenda of the lawyer. these programs.
but more importantly it was students will receive one students a quarter, the program
authorizes senior law students, Interning in one of these
Any questions should be
offers
a
unique
opportunity
to
time for sincere soul searching quarter hour of credit for each
when
under
the
supervision
of
programs
means
assuming
the
addressed
to Mr. Edmonds,
in the profession. Smith is a of two quarters, second year see the workings of a state's
an attorney, to represent duties of a lawyer in that faculty
advisor
for
the
highest
court,
and
to
work
strong, positive force in a students two quarter hours of
indigent
persons
in
any
court
office,
from
interviewing
the
Prosecutor
and
Legal
Services
critical hour of a profession credit a quarter, and third year closely with the justices.
The first week will be spent or before any administrative client, research, brief-writing, Programs, and Mr. Walkowiak,
slowly
being
placed
in students three credit hours a
tribunal. (It also authorizes depositions, and motions, to advisor of the Supreme Court,
contempt by the American quarter. Thus, a student who in the Clerk's office and the
representation of the state in representing the defendant or Public Defender, and Attorney
Research
pool.
This
will
give
people.
enters the program as a
any
criminal matter.)
the state at trial. In the General Programs.
PDR freshman
and
participates the student some familiarity

By K.B.
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.The American Revolution in Checking

The
idea of
creating a
new way-"something
betterV-was the inspiration behind the original American
Revolution. Now, it's also the inspiration behind the new American
Guaranty Bank "Revolution."
Today, in Tallahassee or any other
city, any new business has to be willing
to offer "something better" in order to
make it. That's why the new American
Guaranty Bank offers six ways to have
"no service charge" checking. Here's
how:
1) Automatic Savings of as little as $20
· per month
2) Maintain $1000 or more in a savings
account
3) Join American Guaranty Banking ·
Club (which has many advantages
in addition to "no service charge"
checking)
,
4) Maintain $200 or more in a checking
account
5) Men over age 65 and women over
age 62 get "no service charge" checking
6) Have your employer send your pay
check directly to us for deposit

No one else
in Tallahassee
offers that many ways to
have "no service charge"
checking. That's why we're
calling it the American "Revolution" because it is revolutionary in Tallahassee banking circles.
American
Guaranty
has
also
instituted a Check Credit program for
checking account customers. Subject to
approval, you will be granted a line of
credit so that you can w~ite yourself
a loan when you need it.
As a brand new bank in Tall ahas see,
we know that we have to provide
"something better" in order to make it.
So, that's what we're doing-and what
we'll continue to do, because we believe
in it. In fact, "son1ething better" also
includes: a location that's convenient to
downtown, FSU and FAMU; safe, easy
entrance and exit; plenty of free parking
at the door; weekday drive-in service,
with five lanes to serve you, from 7:30
AM until 5:30 PM (6:30 PM Fridays);
and Mastercharge. All this, plus all the
usual banking services you would
expect.
Join the American "Revolution" at
American Guaranty Bank.

~. . anerica, guaranty baik
,,

216 West College Ave • Tallahassee, Florida 32301
· Member F.D.I.C.
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Law Students Step Into The Juvenile Law System
Commentary and Photographs by Pete Ringsmuth
A
unique
learning
The juveniles are better off to recommendations from the to his incarceration he was
Two
classroom
visitors a conscientious jurist who
experience in juvenile law was when not sleeping. There is lawyer regarding the best clearing about four times that helped round out the program.
came to listen as well as to
offered
last
quarter
to space for relaxing, watching disposition for that particular much for the same amount of Chief Justice Adkins camiyto
speak.
interested College of Law television and playing games in child. The lawyer naturally has effort. DYS directors say, listen to oral arguments of a
As a result of this program,
students. The seminar was the center as well as an a thorough knowledge of his however, this program is the recent Florida case relating to
the members of the seminar are ·,
extracurricular and involved adjoining fenced-in yard. The client's needs and personality new direction in juvenile juveniles prepared by students
more than adequately prepared
class work, visits by people kids don't have far to go to get and coupled with a thorough corrections and are happy with in the seminar. He also
to
deal with the juvenile
involved in the juvenile justice to court since it is through a knowledge of the system, he the results.
discussed with the class some system. They also know
system and Saturday trips to locked door adjacent to their can
make
c red i b I e
The trip to Dozier School important,
yet unresolved, something about the m_ind of a
juvenile facilities.
living quarters.
recommendations to the judge for Boys consumed a warm issues in juvenile law and, as
juvenile offender. This program
Organized primarily by law
But the visit of the law regarding disposition . The best winter's day for about fifteen Justice Adkins has a mind to
.may . be offered again next
student Linda Treiman Daniel, students was more than a tour, interests of the child will be students and Larry Shiekman . do, he spent some time talking
year'.
the program was sponsored by because
they
had
the best represented. This was the Dozier is the end of the line for about law and lawyers.
To this writer it was an '
the Florida Division of Youth opportunity to rap with the underlying theory of the kids in the system - the last
Another visitor was the important program and ·he
Services
(DYS).
An kids detained there. With no program. The children of the resort. It is feared by those juvenile judge of this circuit,
wants to thank the College of
administrator of DYS, John counselors
within
hearing state can be best served by kids in the lower echelons of Judge Joanos. With Joanos the
Law for letting the group use a
Sample, actually set up and ran distance and clustered into involved and knowledgeable the system even though their class got down to some gut room.
the program . About fifteen law small groups, the kids answered lawyers.
only information is based on issues of juvenile law. Joanos is
students got involved .
questions. The law students
To help get a full picture of rumor
from
the
system
The course was weighted were interested at first about the system and the kids in it, grapevine. However, there are
toward the practical aspects of how the system was affecting law students also had in-depth no walls or fenses but lots of
the system rather than on the the paFticular child, but the discussions with kids from trees and hills and open spaces.
purely legal side . Although discussion soon turned to why Criswell House in Tallahassee The law students broke up into
some classroom work centere1l the child broke the law. The and the Dozier School for Boys groups to tour the many acres
on Chapter 39 of the Florida offenses of the kids there that in Marianna.
and were led by one or two
Statutes and numerous cases, day ranged from breaking and
Criswell House is a halfway kids detained there. Again the
the real value of the course entering to rape. The law house - with a waiting list to reward came from talking with
became evident when the class students were as interested in get in. It is one of the places a the kids.
actually stepped into the why these kids got into the judge can send a child
The most remarkable aspect
juvenile law system .
mess they were in as they were depending upon the judge's of the trip to Dozier was a visit
The class visited the Leon in the system itself. Very few and hopefully the lawyer's even deeper into the woods to
County Juvenile Detention major answers came to light, evaluation of the child.
what could be considered the
Center one Saturday. This is but an understanding of some
The psychology of DYS honor camp. Five buildings
the intake point of the system of the types of kids involved in (evident in the Criswell kids) formed a living cluster for a
for many cases. Here the the juvenile system began to that permeates the system is few score of the youngest boys
lawyer's role is not too emerge.
peer group control. Each at the schoo I. The story of this
Two residents of Dozier School for -Boys in Marianna snow 1aw
substantial. However, since the
Court
ti mes · were juvenile feels he is responsible compound is truly remarkable.
students the facility and rap about school, themselves and
legal threshold has
been announced and some law to help his friends and they in The
three
log
cabin
lawyers.
breached, legal issues arise that students . on their own time turn feel responsible to him. bunkhouses were built almost
the lawyer must resolve. At experienced a delinquency Group discussions among the entirely by the kids (most less
this point the intake officer (a adjudication. The hearing is kids are the basis of the than 12 years old) themselves.
DYS employee)
makes a similar to an adult criminal therapy. There is, of course, a They created a community of
determination to turn the kid trial with the major difference merit system. The juveniles feel their own away from the rest
over to his/her parents (if that there is no right to a jury. responsible for their actions o.f the boys at the school.
available and they want the
In one case, the juvenile and also feel that they have They · were in the process of
child) or to detain him/her at made the prosecution present some real control over their building a chicken coop and a
the center. If the child is not its case (for half an hour) and lives .
fence and took . time out to
released from the system (sent then on the stand unwittingly
The
kids
know
this show the would-be lawyers
home with no complaint filed) admitted the charge.
His philisophy and can repeat its their homes. Their school was
and not released to his/her middle-class father was present, basic tenets as if reading them. right there on the premises.
parents, the juvenile is lodged but he had no lawyer. (For a The question in the minds of Generally these kids were
in the detention center.
reason for this see a possible some law students was did the happy, proud and constructive.
The .director
For sleeping, the kids are explanation in the comment on kids really believe and live the
h of the school
locked into rooms which are in Chesterfield Smith in this issue.) DYS philosophy because they emp~asize_d t at h~ · thou~ht
· cells. Two to a room, A lawyer for the Juvenile
·
· might
·
- respons1b
· 1e the Juvenile
system
in Florida
reality
felt t h e need to be
.
.
·
·
· have made the ordeal much people or were t h ey playing
·
was
getting. the. Job done. • that
the Juveniles
sleep ·in their
.
clothes on a bunk with a thin easier.
the DYS game just to get it_ was redirecti~g the lives of
mattress. The door with a thick
The consequences of an released? The law students kids - whereas Just a few years
window is locked and bolted adjudication of delinquency came to different conclusions, ago he couldn't have been so
and there is a think wire mesh are varied. The judge has a of course, depending on which sure. .
..
over the large rear window. A wide range of dispositions from kids they rapped with.
lncident~lly, the fac1l1ty,
sink, toilet and desk ( with probation
at
home
to
It was hard to believe one complete with a modern sch~ol
Roger Coe, law student Ir.I, questions Chief Justice
attached stool) fill the empty institutions. This is the time smartly dressed fifteen-year-old a~d
farm,
seemed quite
Adkins (I.) as John Sample learns.
space of the cell. There is when a lawyer knowledgeable "dope pusher" (his own words) different fro_m what the law
nothing in the room which in the system can have a real really believed it would be ~~~dents . pictured
~.s
an
isn't bolted down except the impact on a child's life. More better for him to make $100 a
industrial
school
or
sheets and mattresses.
frequently, the judge will listen week as a tailor when just prior "reformatory."

This log cabin was constructed
almost entirely by kids under
12 years old. The juveniles
involved in this section of
Dozier are justifiably proud of
their work.

Judge Joanos .• .a conscientious jurist.
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BAR REVIEW COURSE
''COMPLETE-CURRENT-CONCISE''
- \

1

A APPROVED

THE ONLY COURSE PREPARED ·av SOMEONE WHO HAS
ACTUALL V TAKEN THE FLORIDA MULTl-STATE EXAM· .

$50 DISCOUNT
The Best ·is now $50 less
r- - - - - - - - - - - -- -------------- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

\ IF YOU HAVEN'T HAD THE COURSE IN LAW SCHOOL,)
/ DON'T WORRY ABOUT IT --NORD COVERS IT
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~---------------------- - --------

____ _____
_ __ _ J
_,

NORD ·AGENTS
AGENT

PHONE

Susan Potter

576-6981

AGENT

PHONE

Dave Seyer

385-1012

Jim Birr, Florida Field Director
CORRESPONDENCE OR CASSETTE LECTURE COURSE
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College Of Law On Brink Of•••
Larry
Shiekman
is
a their law courses. I really think
graduate of Wharton School of that
the
students
lack
Finance and Commerce at the something in terms of class
University of Pennsylvania . preparation, particularly the
Immediately upon graduation secondand
third-year
in 1968, he entered the students. They just don't have
reknowned law school of that enough time in the few hours
same university and graduated at night after a morning of
with honors in 1971. ( He was classes and an afternoon of
in the top ten percent of his .work to really do an excel'lent
class - "clearly" not number job studying. That's the real
one.) He landed a job clerking difference
between
my
for United States District University of Pennsylvania law
Judge A. Leon Higginbotham, school class and FSU. It's not
Jr., in Philadelphia . After two that the students here don't
years of learning with the have the raw ability. Penn just
Judge, he headed for academe. had substantial funds to avaid
Some excerpts from our the problem that seems to be
conversation :
plaguing us here.
Do you think your lack of
Also, there is an ethic here
actual courtroom experience or among students that one is able
dealing with clients has any to succeed by just doing the
effect on your ability to teach minimum . There are only a few
law?
people here who really believe
There were no clinical that law study is a fulltime job
programs as such when I went and something to be pursued
to law school. However, I did almost for its own sake.
have some experiences working
Students here, in general,
with clients. As law students, have a lack of desire and lack
we
represented
criminal of drive to pursue excellence in
defendants
at
the courses. I attribute this to
twenty-four-hour Philadelphia three factors. The first is the
Bail Arraignment Court. There problem
I
mentioned
I did interview clients and · previously. The faculty is also
make recommendations to the part of the problem . The
court for setting ba il.
faculty, including myself, have
I really think that one can given very good grades on
get a great deal of courtroom exams in some cases to satisfy
experience just by sitting in a curve and not to reward
court watching an experienced really
excellent
papers.
trial lawyer try cases. Having Students see they can get
done that for two years while excellent grades by investing
clerking, I really feel that I less and less effort as the
have tried a case.
faculty gives the same kind of
Although my ability to grades. This is the beginning of
examine witnesses has not been a situation where work quality
finely tuned, I think I can goes down especially in the
cross-examine a student on second- and third-year courses.
most
subjects
when the We wouldn't change a policy
occasion arises. The lack of for the present second- and
trial experience is really · not a third -year classes (on due
problem.
progess grounds) but the
Is there a balance that freshmen are still complaining
should be reached for the about the burdens of first-year
faculty of this law school in work and there is no reason
terms of the number of why those same burdens
professors who are experienced couldn't be carried over into
courtroom lawyers as opposed their second and thi.rd years.
to professors who haven't had
The third
reason, the
this experience?
student
ethic,
mentioned
I think some number of previously is a result of the
people on the faculty ought to other two reasons or that
be experienced litigators. At students see no re lev a nee in
this point this faculty is not in pursuing excellence in law
danger of being overburdened classes. Because students are
with professors who are offered an excellent program
non-experienced lawyers. As a of practical clinical courses for
matter of fact , some of the those who want them, they
people we have interviewed should have few complaints
here for next year have about
their
total
legal
substantial trial experience. We education and should treat
have the necessary balance.
their academic classes with the
How
would
you
same degree of preparation as
characterize the students here
if they were defending a
at the College of Law?
criminal defendant .
The student body as a
Do the freshmen (and
whole is obviously
well
others) have a valid complaint
qualified to study law . One
when they say they have
problem that directly concerns
trouble getting to visit with a
the students is the effect of the
professor about a problem?
law school's not being able to
Not with me. My door is
ovide them with substantial
always
open . It may be closed
~nancial aid . The result is that
but that is only to keep out
' ny students are forcea to
hallway noise . One of my most
,rk at outside jobs which
important functions as a
,ke substantial time away
m that
which
would teacher is to be accessible. I
rwise be available to study will almost never tell a student

I am too busy. Sometimes I'll
make an evaluation that a
student's problem isn't pressing
and what I'm doing at the
minute is and I'll schedule an
appointment
as
soon as
possible. If a student says it is
urgent, we talk right then.
I have a sense that some of
the faculty are very busl, in
part because they are involved
in many interests outside of
the law school. These outside
interests are important for law
professors, the school and
students. However, I can
understand that some students
have valid complaints.
Some members of the
faculty have told me that my
attitude will evolve and change
over the years, especially as I
get
involved
in
out.side
interests, but having been told
that I am able to guard against
creating an artificial gap
between students and faculty.
In addition to your school
responsibilities of preparing for
classes
you
have
never
previously
taught
and
participating
in
various
student-faculty
committees,
you must have some outside
activities. What are they?
I undertook a welfare case
at the urging of the Florida
Legal Services against the
Florida Department of Health
and Rehabilitative Services.
The plaintiff was -a mother
obviously pregnant who was
allegedly
not eligible for
welfare. Upon the birth of her
child, she and her child would
concededly become eligible.
The purpose of the suit was to
get welfare payments to these
mothers before the children are
born. The reason is, of course,
that it has been shown
medically that the nutrition of
the mother during the term of
pregnancy is important to the
health and welfare of the child.
Since
the
mother
is
impoverished and unable to get
outside support, it is critical
that the state prov[de motherswith aid so children can be
born who are healthy and
normal. Law student Nancy
Linnan and I drafted the
complaint and memoranda and
filed them in the local federal
court. The case was recently
dismissed with prejudice even before reaching the
argued class action issue - and
is now on appeal to the Fifth
Circuit.
Another project concerns an
effort with a professor in the
Urban Planning department,
William Bell, to establish a
Center on Aging at FSU . We
are trying to get federal funds
under the Older Americans Act
to set up the center. The plans
envision a center with a
fulltime attorney practicing
legal services law for the
elderly . It would also promote
research, encourage writing,
develop classes for students
and draft legislation. There is a
critical need for this center ,

and FSU is the logical location.
In a state with such a high
concentration
of
older
Americans, FSU is really not
serving the community in
which it is located by having
almost no programs which deal
specifically with the problems
of the elderly.
The grading systein at this
law school
is constantly
criticized. Would you favor any
cchanges in it?
I would favor restructuring
the grading system . I think it is
absurd to try to distinguish
among 72s, 73s and 74s for
example. To me it makes no
sense. I. would be in favor of a
five-tier system: Honors, High
Pass,. Pass, Low Pass and Fail,
for example. This could be a
practical alternative to our
present system.
I would be willing to
participate in a student-faculty
committee to evaluate the
grading system and see what
kind of positive changes might
be accomplished at this time.
You
must have some
thoughts on the school's
requirement for graduation
with honors?
I do have rather strong
feelings on this subject. It
seems to me that if someone
graduates from this law school,
and the faculty and institution
state on the diploma that it is
awarded with honors, that
ought to have some meaning.
For future students not yet
enrolled we should define what
meaning "honors" should bear
and make an evaluation in
terms of what percentage of
the class will be entitled to
receive graduation honors.
Many schools have adopted
a ten percent line. They
typically have one or two
students receiving "summa
cum laude" honors, three or
four student receive "magna
cum laude honors and the
remaining number of graduates
in the top ten percent receive
"cum laude" honors.
Here the current honors line
is a grade average of about 75
percent and that now includes
almost one-third of all of our
graduates. We are thus not
serving the interests of two
groups. First, we are hurting
the students by awarding
honors to those students who
don't deserve them. They leave
here
thinking
they
are
"honors" graduates and they
are not. Secondly, those
students who fully deserve
honors are being hurt because
they are being thrown in with
those that don't.
Finally,
when
the
institution is evaluated by
outsiders we ought to be able
to point to our honors
graduates
as
our
most
successfu I graduates - not in
financial
terms
but
in
intellectual terms. We should
not di lute the awa rd of honors
by awarding it to the upper
one-third of the class .

I think there ought to be a
cut-off at a substantially higher
point from its present level.
''Substantially"
means
reducing the percentage from
33 1/3% to 10% or so. I'm in
favor of a move in this
direction and hope to see it
implemented.
How would you evaluate
the law school as a whole?
I think we are on the brink
of becoming a really great law
school. One of our strongest
assets is our faculty. It is
young, bright, aggressive and
dedicated
to
teaching.
Arguably
the
published
material of the faculty might
not compare to other faculties' but we are really concerned as
a unity about the students and .
effective teaching.
One of the prerequsites to
being a really great law school
is to have an effective,
functioning law review . My
evaluation
from
reading
through the most recent issues
is that it is becoming an
excellent journal. It is of
course, serving a real need to
the
legal
,;ommunity
in
Florida.
The moot court team is very
capable and can only bring
favorable attention to the
college of law.
We are thinking about
applying to join the Order of
the Coif. Being an institutional
member will add greater status
and prestige to the law school.
Once accepted, it is an honor
we can bestow upon our finest
·graduates and it is an honor
that is recognized across the
country as the epitome of
excellence in legal education.
That is just another step
towards our emerging as,; great
and really fine institution.
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It's those radical causes that keep the
federal court system ian,med up
Every year United States
Supreme Court Chief Justice
Warren Burger reviews the
Federal Court System. Burger
strongly believes that the partial
failure of justice in America
can be blamed on inefficiency
in the court system. He has
initiated
a
number
of
administrative reforms this past
year. As a result the backlog of
cases has remained constant
and is not increasing as in years
past. The following is part of
his report which gives a good
factual picture of the Federal
Court System today.
· "The main problem at all
levels of the federal court
system is the mammoth
continuing litigation in many
fields: civil liberties, criminal
cases with special emphasis on
the
rights
of
prisoners,
environmental cases, consumer
protection, questions involving
employment opportunities. To
cope with such ar:i expansion
we .have needed more federal
judges and Congress has met
some of those needs. Where
100 federal judges coped with
the federal judicial business of
75 million Americans in 1900
we worked this year with fewer
than 600 such judges but it is
clear now that more must be
provided. Unless jurisdiction is
curtailed continued escalation
o'i litigation could require 900
federar judges by the end of
this decade. (Emphasis added
-Ed.)
"Adding judges is not in
itself the answer as the federal
court system has recognized so
the past year has seen long
strides toward a more efficient,
more modern use of judges'
time and staffs, and also has
seen
progress
toward
reorganizations that must come
lest courts grope helplessly in a
flood of unmanaged cases.
The past years saw progress
in the redrafting of federal
circuit and district boundaries.
A comm1ss1on headed by
Senator Roman L. Hruska (R.
Neb.), named by all three
branches of the government,
and responsive to an appeal I
made two years ago, has made
recommendation to Congress
that a start be made by
dividing two of the present
eleven federal circuits, thus
raising
their number to
thirteen. This would alleviate
many
administrative
difficulties in the federal courts
of the South and West.
Accidents of history and
geography account for the
present circuit boundaries. It is
essential that we proceed with
changes
that
population
expansions impose upon us.
(The Fifth Circuit will be
divided if the present proposals
are carried through. -Ed.)
"Why modernization and
expansion are needed in both
the federal and state court
systems is revealed by a study
of courtroom pressures at all
levels. It is a century since the

Supreme Court became fixed
at nine Justices, all of them
required to study and weigh
individually.each case coming to
the Court. It is instructive to
consider some of the history.
We know that the Court felt
heavily burdened in 1840 when
ninety-two cases were filed
with it. In 1860 there was a
massive backlog at the Court 320 cases were filed that year.
In 1942 the Court was hard
put to it to handle 1,100 cases
filed that year. In 1952 the
inexorable expansion was up to
1,429. In the past year 3,171
cases have confronted the nine
Justices. Within a decade,
unless we find some solution,
we may well see the nine
Justices facing a caseload
exceeding 7,000 cases a year nearly one new case every hour
of the day and night, weekdays
and weekends included.
"The same appalling mass of
litigations faces the courts at
other levels. Case filings in the
94
District
Courts
have
doubled in the past twenty
years. Since 1960 alone they
have climbed 38%. A dozen
years ago there was .a
disconcerting
backlog . of
69,000 cases. Now there is a
backlog of 125,000.
Because of improved court
administration, . the backlog is
finally- standing still for the
first time in a dozen years but
the size of our distressing
problem is clear from such
figures.
"The Courts of Appeals of
the federal system reflect a
similar condition. In 1963
5,400
cases
were
filed.
Currently the figure is almost
triple that, 15,000 a year. In
1960 only twenty one percent
of
criminal
cases
were
appealed. In a single decade
that rate soared beyond fifty
percent. Only by disposing of
many cases without oral
argument and often without
written opinions had it been
possible for the Courts of
Appeals to meet such a
challenge.
"Even with the many
innovations already in effect,
and with others on the way,
judges have been able to meet
this sea of litigation only by
working· harder than ever
before. In the five years fr,om
1968 to 1973 district judges
have increased the number of
cases handled from an average
of 285 to 349, an increase of
twenty-two percent. And this
despite the fact that complex
cases, those requiring much
more time ' than the average,
have mounted in the same half
decade by 277%. Circuit judges
are disposing of 156 cases a
year now, compared with only
85 as recently as 1968. In five
years the length of time
required for a case to work up
from the start in the District
Court through disposition at
the appellate level has been
reduced by one-fifth . Taking

the District and Appeals Courts
tog~ther, _30 percent more
cases are being disposed .of per
judgeship than five years ago.
"At the Supreme Court,
cases come now at triple the
rate of twenty years ago and
two-thirds more than the rate
of a decade ago. In the past
Term the nine Justices of the
Supreme Court produced 327
wr-itten
opinions
totalling
5,000 pages, half again as many
opinions as a decade ago, and
double the number of pages
ten
years
back.
Such
tabulations, however indicative
they may be, do not, of course,
. reflect the gravity of the issues
now being posed. That may be
suggested by a few references
to the past. From 1803 to
1857 not one act of Congress
was declared invalid because it
was at variance with the
Constitution. In the same 54
years only 36 state statutes
were held unconstitutional. By
contrast fifty-seven of the 177
cases argued before the Court
during the past year involved
claims that a federal or state
statute or a city ordinance
violated
the
federal
Constitution, and many of
these claims were upheld.
Fifteen of the first twenty-four
cases which were argued before
the Supreme Court in the
current
Term
involved
constitutional
issues.
All
considered this means that the
burden resting now on the nine
Justices is four or five times
graver than that faced a
generation or two ago by such
giants of Court history as the
great Taft, Holmes, Brandeis
and Hughes."
·

You want a really classy sound system?
We have Audio Research equipment.
It has tubes! (The latest thing!)

For the more economy minded, we have SONY STR 6036A
Garrard 74 M/S
with Shure M19ED cartridge
KLH 32 speakers
Regularly $496.35
With this ad $399.

-stereo stuff

Also all Shure cartridges % price

650 W. Tennessee Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
(904) 222-0812

Jobs ... from p. 1

success in the development of a
Law
School
Placement
program. Mr. Richard Simpson
from the University placement
office has been tasked with
working with the law school to
develop such a program. A
graduate student in placement
has been assigned to the law
school to assist in this program
and while he is now under the
burden of developing accurate
and
up-to-date
placement
mailing lists, he will soon be
available to assist students with
resumes
and
placement
information
sheets.
The
Student Bar Association is
preparing to publish a College
of Law Placement Bulletin
which will contain ·photographs
and mini-resumes of next
year's December, March and
June graduates. This bulletin
will be mailed to 4,000 to
5,000 Florida firms and sole
practitioners.
While these efforts won't
guarantee every FSU law
graduate the job of his choice,
they should certainly afford
our graduates a reasonable
opportunity to employ their
recently acquired skills and
knowledge
in
the
legal
community.

Restaurant & Delicatessen
Just North of City Hall

228 S. Adams

QUANTITY TAKE OUT

Featuring Hebrew-National &
Zion of N.Y. meats, homemade
salads, seashore Kosher dills,
sauerkraut, smoked fish.

OPEN
10 AM-8 PM - Mon-Thurs
10 AM · Midnight Friday
Noon-Midnight Saturday
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
9 PM - Midnight
Friday & Saturday

CATERING
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Daily hot specials from our grill,
ethnic
specialities,
blintzes,
knishes, chopped liver, draft beer
on tap, imported bottle beer,
house wines, 72 seat dining
room.

( 222-3444!
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Moot Court Readies For State Contest
By Phil Esala
The FSU Law School Moot
.Court team, after losing in the
Regionals of the National Moot
Court Competition held in
Atlanta last November, knows
now the meaning of the phrase
"Hindsight
is better than
foresight."
Who would have guessed
that the secret to winning the
competition in Atlanta might
just
have
been
to
use
peach-colored covers for your
briefs? Our moot court team
did not use peach-colored
covers - and lost. The secret to
winning might have been the
color of the cover (standard

contributory negligence which
acted as a complete bar to a
plaintiff who could be found
even
the
least
bit
contributorily negligent in the
causation of his own injuries.
In the moot court problem,
Black.well vs. Malone, the
continuing validity of · the
doctrines assumption · of risk,
joint and several liability, and
contribution are brought into
question in light of the
adoption
of
comparative
negligence. These questions
will soon have to be decided by
the Florida courts, and the
moot court competition might
provide a preview of what

red is not very colorful), but
With the upcoming state
then just because the winners compet1t1on in Orlando May
did use peach-colored covers 30 to June 1, the team has
might
just
have
been another chance to put it all
coincidental.
together. They will have to
It is all reminiscent of what learn to stand at the right time
Mr. VanDercreek said was the and to use the right color
only mistake that the team of a covers for the brief. Rumor has
few years ago made in the state it that the winning colors this
competition . Just before the time just might be blue and
arguments were to
begin orange.
between
FSU
and
the
The problem for the state
University of Florida, one of competition is an interesting
the judges asked, "Now which and ripe problem for Florida
of the teams is from the law. In
Hoffman vs. Jones,
University of Florida?" The decided July 1973, the Florida
only mistake was that the FSU Supreme
Court
adopted
team did not immediately comparative
negligence . to
stand up.
replace the old
rule of

might be to come.
Each school sends two
teams each consisting of two
members to write briefs and
argue for the appellants and
appellees. Nick Frieman and
Phil Esala will write the brief
for the appellants and Frank
Santry and Tom Lang will
represent the appel lees.
If perchance the team does
not find the rigt colors or does
not stand at the right time and
the team loses or if it finds just
the right formula and does win,
the team promises to have the
biggest and best party of all the
teams represented. And if
Atlanta is any measure of that

More women and minorities enrolled in more law schools
A dramatic increase in the
number of women law students
was reported today by the
American Bar Association.
The ABA also noted a
substantial gain in minority
group enrollment and said that
for the first time there was not
a single "unfilled seat" in the
first-year
class
of
any
ASA-approved law school.
Women enrolled this past
fall numbered 16,760, a 37.8
percent increase .over 1972.
Minority group enrollment rose
12.9 percent, far outpacing the
overall e nrollment increase of
4.3 percer,t.

Total enrollment in the 151
approved law schools rose by
4,395
to
106,102
from
101,707 in the fall of 1972,
according to Millard H. Ruud,
who served as ABA consultant
in preparing the report.
Enrollment of first-year
women law students this past
fall totalled 7,464, a 35.2
percent gain over 1972. The
additional 1,956 women this
fall contrasted with a decline
of 69 in men.
The study showed that
women were admitted at a
somewhat higher rate than

men, Teiiectiny a $~\gbt ed~ ~

(:!1

law school admission tests
( LSAT) scores.
Minority group enrollment
climbed to 7,601 from the fall,
1972 total of 6,730. The 1973
figure is two and one half times
higher
than
the
1969
enrollment.
Enrollment of blacks grew
394, or 8.9 percent, and
Mexican-Americans increased
187,or 17.7 percent.
The full house dilemma
facing prospective law school
students
comes
after
a
phenomenal
increase
in
demand for legal educ:,ti-cn

TEXTBOOKS

* HORNBOOKS

this year.
The marked increase in law
school enrollments. and recent
graduates
has
prompted
concern about employment
potential in the legal area.
Professional degrees in law
awarded by approved law
schools have tripled since
1963, reaching 27,756 · last
year. At the end of 1973, there
were an estimated 375,475
lawyers in the United States.
The ABA Task Force on
Professional Utilization, which
viewed the situation a year ago.
f'><DrP.s •Pcl
nn1irnisr·
for
employment possibii• ·es. It
said that "the exis,E:nc> c,f a
large pool of \'vell-qua11fied,
legally trained individuals ...
should
be viewed as a
significant national resource."

Adds New Members

The Moot Court team adde
two new members from tt
freshman class Elean<
Mitchell and Dick Wilson. Tt
team would like to thank a
participants
for
the
fir
presentations made.
Because of the preser
organization of the
Leg,
Research classes, addition
tryouts will be scheduled fc
next fall. Any members of ne,
fall's junior class will be invite
to argue. We hope to send
team for the first time . .. t
the International Moot Cou:
Competition in the spring c
next year besides the state an
national competitions of 197!

Campus politics
from page 5.

Blackwell. In addition to hi
progressive
programs
Blackwell
has earned th,
reputation as a steadying fore,
in
the
often
mercuria
atmosphere of student politics
It can be safely said tha
Blackwell is the voice o;
reason, a steady hand at the
tiller of the Student Senate.
Also assisting the Senate in
his
pos1t1on
as
Senat1
Cou nselor ·,s N\1'Kce ~=""'whose JOO 1t ,s to aav,~e tn
cor"l::ir,cd ,;,.d, comp:arauvr.,;
Senate on the legality o
resolutions, bilis and othe
legislative enactments befor
their final passage and t,
recommend to the Senate, on
:... . .:.·.·:.·.·.···· .......,...:.:, ········••··••· ····•·••• ······· ... ··········.-·················"-·:·:·:·:···::·:: ·::·::: way or another, whether th
bills are constitutional as writte
or require some correctiv
:ill
Graduating S,miors: Leave your new address with the
llll modification. Unfortunate!
::=:
SBA and Obiter Dictum will be mailed to you.
:;::
Berman graduates in Jun
1974, and the Senate will los
:':':"·'················--····················-:-:.ll~~ his valuable services.

~-·-·.·. ·

* NEW& USED

little growth in facilities.
In the three years ending
with 1971, only one accredited
university
Hofstra
established a law school. Six
more have begun classes since
- Antioch School of Law,
University of Puget Sound,
Brigham Young University,
Franklin
Pierce
College,
University of Hawaii and
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale.
Despite predictions that law
school
admission
test
administrations would level off
tn1 s year lhe ABA salct 1:es1
admin ist•,Hions are running 1·1
percent ahead of last year.
Indications
are
that
the
number
of
law
schooi
applicants next fall will be
about 10 percent higher than

success, it will. Johnny Waiki
Black anybody?
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Obiter Dictum
FSU College of Law
Tallahassee. Florida

AREA REPRESENTATIVE:

WHEN YOU THINK OF BOOKS, THINK OF BILL'S

1107 SOUTH COPELAND ST.
ALLAHASSEE-FLA. 32304

Name:
Address:

STEPHEN WALSH
P.O. BOX 421
TALLAHASSEE, FL. 32302
TELEPHONE

904/224,6181

City:
Zip:

DaallllM an appreciated IP._.. ...........
prlllllleallll.

